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Find newcommercially available

compounds fast with sophisticated searches
ore than three-quarters of 
scientists polled in a recent 
survey by the independent

market research organization BioInformatics
LLC expressed a specific interest in finding
newly available compounds1. But how do
you determine which compounds are new?

Most directories of commercially available
products don’t highlight new compounds or
publish any data about suppliers and cata-
logs, so researchers have no way of tracking
catalog updates or finding new compounds
of interest that may have been added recently.

Elsevier MDL is the only sourcing data-
base vendor to highlight new compounds as
well as publish comprehensive information on
all of the covered suppliers and associated
catalogs, including information on catalog

updates and new suppliers and catalogs.
This makes it simple to find compounds
that have been added to current releases.

“We flag new compounds in the MDL®

Available Chemicals Directory and the
MDL® Screening Compounds Directory
databases,” says Craig Morgan, Product
Manager at Elsevier MDL. “We do this to
make it easier for researchers to re-run

saved searches on analogues of interest to
quickly determine if suppliers are offering
any relevant new compounds. This amounts
to an alert service and is useful for saving
time and tracking new compounds.”

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate how to search
for newly listed compounds in Available
Chemicals Directory using the MDL® ACD
Finder and DiscoveryGate®, respectively.

With MDL sourcing databases, researchers
can target searches and limit results to
new compounds from a particular supplier
catalog or combinations of catalogs;
additional data and structural constraints
can be used in conjunction or separately.

“This information and level of sophisticated
querying is not present in competitive
offerings,” says Morgan. “Chemists can
specify allowed and prohibited substitutions,
vary bond order, isolate ring systems
within larger molecules, specify ring and
chain topology, specify stereochemical
features and perform similarity, Rgroup
and nested Rgroup searches and more.”

The following examples illustrate sophis-
ticated search techniques to find relevant
compounds in MDL sourcing databases.
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Figure 1: In MDL ACD Finder select List > ACD Lists > Import New Products List to set the
search domain to new compounds. You can browse all of the newly added compounds by selecting
Search > Retrieve All. 

“Chemists can specify allowed and prohibited substitutions,

vary bond order, isolate ring systems within larger molecules,

specify ring and chain topology, specify stereochemical 

features, perform similarity searches, perform Rgroup 

and nested Rgroup queries and more.”

1 Life Science Product Catalogs: Maximizing Effectiveness in
Print & Online – BioInformatics, LLC, 2003



Collaboration with Fisher Biosciences

Example 1: You want to find unsubstituted
4-, 5-, 6- and 7-membered lactams 
and lactones using a single query.

Solution: Use a “Repeat atom 1 to N…”

in MDL® Draw or Link Node in MDL®

ISIS/Draw to allow the ring size to vary.

A “Repeat atom 1 to N…” (or Link Node)
is used to specify the addition of variable
members of identical repeating units to a
ring or chain. An atom list (e.g., [O, N] ) is
used to retrieve molecules that allow or
exclude atoms at specified positions.
The atom list above containing nitrogen
and oxygen allows either atom to appear
within the ring. A substituent is defined
as a non-hydrogen atom connected by a
bond of any bond order. A substitution
count of s* can be used to prevent addi-
tional substitution at an atom site; you

can also use the substitution count to
specify an exact number of substituents.

Example 2: You want to find carboxyl
and halo-derivatives of benzoic acid.

Solution: Define the root structure as
benzoic acid and use an Rgroup query
to represent all of these search
requirements within a single search.

The root structure is the portion of the
molecule that must be present in all
retrieved molecules. Multiple Rgroups
can be defined, as can nested Rgroups
(i.e., Rgroups within Rgroups) and
conditions for substitutions. Conditions

are limitations on the number of
occurrences and type of substitutions.
If/then logic can also be a condition.

To retrieve these compounds using 
standard substructure searching you
would have to conduct several separate
searches and then combine the lists.

These unique searching features assist
chemists in quickly finding new analogues
of interest from commercially available
sources. For more information on finding
the information you need, contact your
Elsevier MDL Account Manager or submit
a request for information at www.mdl.com.

Learn more

The Elsevier MDL Learning Center
(www.mdl.com/education) offers a broad
curriculum of Web-based tutorials and
printable materials that can be used for
individual self-paced study, or for teaching
classes on MDL products within your organi-
zation. For more details on the type of struc-
tural searches that can be performed on MDL
content databases or to discuss the best
way to implement the Elsevier MDL Learning
Center resource at your site, please contact
your Elsevier MDL Account Manager.

Figure 3: Published database catalog information 
is available on the database installation media 
and MDL.com. It is also accessible via the 
Support tab on DiscoveryGate.
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A new agreement with the Global Chemicals unit within Fisher Biosciences
will help researchers locate and acquire chemical materials with improved
ease and reliability.

MDL® Available Chemicals Directory and MDL® Screening Compounds
Directory databases will be updated with product and pricing information
from the popular Fisher Scientific chemical catalogs, including the Fisher
Chemical, Acros Organics and Maybridge product lines.

“Thousands of researchers around the world find essential chemical
building blocks and specialty compounds by searching the MDL Available

Chemicals Directory and MDL Screening Compounds Directory,” said
Barbara Kunz, senior vice president of sales and marketing for Fisher
Biosciences’ Global Chemicals division. “This agreement helps us
ensure that our customers have the most accurate information about
Fisher Global Chemicals products.”

The partnership includes a data exchange that simplifies the 
ordering process for Fisher Biosciences’ proprietary chemical products
by referencing the MDL number found in the databases.

Query:

Results:

Query: Results:

Figure 2: When searching the MDL ACD database in the online DiscoveryGate platform, simply add the data
constraint “New Chemical” from the Field Index to your query to retrieve only newly added compounds.


